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MENTAL HARMONY

Thank you to Phyllis Kinchen, MHS and Michele Domingue, MHP
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Professional Approach

Should be proud of your employees

“They help me with everything. I look forward to
my sessions.”
“We have no problem referring. Preferred
Provider.”
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“They go above and beyond. They respond
every time.”

Members speak highly of services
“Of all providers we refer to, RMS has the least
recurring admits.””
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From the “Putting Greens” of RMS VP
TIME TO BRAG:
As a grandfather of six granddaughters, I have a lot to brag about. Those who are
grandparents know what I am talking about. Whenever one of them does something we
consider notable, we want everyone to know about it. That is why Facebook is full of
grandparents bragging about their grandchildren.
However, today, I am not going to brag about my grandchildren. Today, I am going to
brag about Resource Management services. This past week I along with the other owners
attended meetings with the surveyors who were going through our records, policies and
treatment plans to determine if we were going to continue to be accredited.
In the exit meeting, these surveyors talked to us about their findings. They visited
each office, spoke to some of our employees, met with some of our members and talked
with other companies in the area about the work of Resource Management Services. As I
listened to their report, I heard about some areas that we as a company need to work on. All
of us know that we always want to know those weak spots so we can make. Improvements.
Part of the report was a welcome surprise to me. I always felt that we are one of the
best companies in regard to Mental Health services. What I did not know was how other
companies felt about us. I heard glowing reports about our reputation in the community.
One representative of a company stated that RMS is the first agency they refer to. We are
always prompt in reporting and work hard to get their referrals into services. The same kind
of reporting came from other companies. I stated, after hearing that, “I always knew we
were good, but didn’t know what others said about us.” Her response to me was “you have
reason to brag.”
This reputation does not just happen. It does not automatically come about without
effort being made by the people who work for RMS. So, I want to say a special thanks to all
of the employees of RMS who are responsible for this great reputation in the community. To
the direct service staff, Licensed professions, clerical, medical and administrative staff, thank
you. We are where we are because of you. We have a great staff made up of people with
diverse backgrounds and experience. There is one common theme among that diversity.
That common theme is that all of us want to make the lives of the people we serve better.
According to those who evaluated our work; we are doing just that.
Ronnie Burke
Vice President
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From the Canvas of the President
I appreciate being given the opportunity to send a monthly message to all of our employees through
this newsletter. We have a great opportunity to get to know each other, build trust and broaden our
understanding of the ways in which we create a corporate reputation in our communities. Excellence
in communication is one of the pillars of our success. I’ve read recently that great leaders over
communicate. They say things over and over until the importance of what they say is stamped
indelibly on the mind of the hearer. So, how do you communicate?
TRUST AND FACTS are two highly important aspects of getting across a clear message whether we
are communicating in the office, with members and families or with our significant others. So, how do
we build trust? One of many ways is by earning it through being open, honest, caring and candid.
What does candid mean? It means saying things that the hearer may not want to hear but needs to
be made aware of in a non-emotional way without apology. It’s not always easy to do.
FACTS are our friends. Facts give us what we need to be successful. We make decisions from facts.
We measure success by facts. Research has proven that we can measure the success of our
members and our programs by studying the data of changes made from pre service assessments
and assessments made after members have participated in services. Sometimes members make
great progress. Oftentimes they do not but we have ways of evaluating what is being done, adjusting
services and continuing to work toward improving outcomes. There was a time in mental health
where our members were not asked their opinions of how they were doing or even what their
personal goals were. Those of us who have been in MHR services for a long time remember when
there were no reliable data driven outcomes to judge whether or not a member was making progress.
Today, we use facts rather than opinions to make decisions regarding member outcomes. Today, the
member is the centerpiece of decision making and facts support achievement or lack thereof. We
believe in a strengths model of service delivery, building trust in sometimes really difficult
relationships and utilizing facts to measure our progress. Thanks for all you do with our members!
You are RMS.
Mickey Shannon, M.Ed.
RMS President
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Employee Spotlight

Michele Domingue, Lafayette MHP
1. How long have you been with RMS?
I started in February of 2012 and minus leaving briefly or being part time for a few months, I
have been with RMS ever since.
2. I am a mom above anything else. I have 4 kiddos who all challenge me daily. We are a
military family. My husband is retired Army, and my daughter is in the USAF and stationed in
Korea. I collect pets
. We have 2 dogs, 4 cats, and 6 outdoor kitties that have adopted us.
I have a slight obsession with travel and have been to almost every single state and several
foreign countries. In my off time, I am a member of Louisiana Spirits as a paranormal
investigator
3. What do you like about being employed by RMS... what has kept you here?
RMS has done a lot for me, including assisting me with my grad school internship. I love my
members and I have had some awesome teammates, partners through the years. I miss my
Angie D!
4. What words of advice and encouragement can you offer to other employees?
Teamwork!!! If you and your MHS/MHP work together, the process is so much easier…and a
lot more fun. Self-care is vital because mental health can weigh heavy on you at times. Enjoy
what you do, it’s hard at times but it’s a lot a lot of fun at times!
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Employee Spotlight

Patrice Levi, Jennings MHS
Hello, my name is Patrice Levi Castille. I been and Employee at RMS for 18 years. I am married to
Corey Castille; we have 3 kids and a Niece and nephew that we raised as our own. We have 9
grandkids. My hobbies are spending time with the kids and grandkids, spending time with my
husbands and girls’ night out with friends. Enough about personal life. How do I begin about RMS?
It’s has truly been a walk of life for me. Walking in to a new establishment and business not know
what to become. But know When we trust in God all thing will come together. RMS is a familyoriented business that thrives in helping others and that’s my passion. The lives we touch and 18
years since I’ve been here is unmeasurable… It’s truly an honor to be a part of this establishment and
the changing of live of the many we touch!! I live by psalms 91:1, Whoever dwell in the shelter of the
Most High will rest in the shadow of the Almighty. I truly believe that RMS is A safe haven for the
people who needs our help. Thanks to RMS and the lives we touched it truly an honor.
Sincerely, Patrice L Castille!
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Employee Spotlight

Phyllis Kinchen, Lake Charles MHS
Hey Team,
It's me Phyllis Kinchen aka "OG"

.

I've been with RMS for 8yrs 8months and wouldn't give one day back if I could.
I am a single mom of 3 and Grandmother of 6.
My favorite thing to do is WAKING UP, giving God Thanks for allowing my feet to hit the floor with knowing I've
been Blessed another given day not promised, to Help someone out along the way.
My next favorite thing is texting my Coworkers from CEO to Clerical, 'now what this is' LORDT! lol.
I enjoy making people smile, laugh, and see the positive side of it all, regardless to the settings.
Habakkuk 2:2-3 says WRITE THE VISION and make plain for the VISION, is yet for an appointed time, WAIT
for it, BECAUSE it will surely come.(plz read the whole scripture) Y’all, I saw the VISION 9yrs ago, and it did
not lie, oh how it Tarried 1year BUT I WAITED for it. Y’all caught it, 9-1=8.
If I could sum it all up in a nut shell, what I like about RMS outside the flexibility, I might fall down,(lack in my
passion, don't like a change or 2, get angry 'a natural emotion') But with this Team Old &New I get up like a
Team Boss.
For I know the Plans I have for you, declares the Lord, Plans to prosper you(that part, PROSPER
YOU)Jeremiah 29:11, Coworkers, Team Mates, lil OG's in the making, I encourage you to hang in there with
RMS, with me, with us Make your yesterday 1persons GREAT today, and your today another person's (our
members) BETTER tomorrow. I love what I do and I love who I do it with.
OK, I'll Holla!
PHYLLIS
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Welcome Center
Rebecca Gill: Lake Charles MHP
Bobby Richard: Jennings MHP

Time is Ticking
Birthdays: Rebecca Gill (Lake Charles MHP) – February 1
Sara Richard (Jennings Clerical) – February 7
Chuck Bradley (Jennings MHS) – February 24
Erica Chatman (Lafayette MHP) – February 26
Danielle Spears (Lafayette Clerical) – February 28
Rachelle Bruno (Lake Charles MHP) – February 28

Anniversaries: Patrice Levi – 18 years
Jim Mrak – 16 years
Bethanie Comeaux – 8 years
Stacy Nixon – 5 years
Belinda Willaims – 2 years
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From the Heart of the Employee
Kandy Bivens, MHS
Bible verse psalm 147:3 “He heals the broken-hearted and binds up their wounds” NIV version

“There is no failure, you either win or you learn”
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Employee Shout Outs
Kudos to all of the Lake Charles staff that helped me when I transferred to their office. Everyone was
friendly and welcoming.
Special Kudos to Michelle K. and Susan P. for being a great support in helping me with members who
were not so accepting and checking in on me to make sure I was doing ok with the change and
accessing members. That meant a lot to me.
-Angie Davis
Kudos to Leonora for going up and beyond. From training new workers to handling large hours
caseload. Keep up the great work and leadership. – Sarah Richard

Success Stories
“This story has stuck with me for all time. Jim was working with a male member that when he came in
the program had not been out in 5 years. After being in the program for some time and additionally
seeing Halie Ory, PA the member was outside of the walls of his home.” – Sarah Richard
“This is no longer my member but mom sent this to me regarding a member…when I had him, we
worked hard on behavior at school and he has earned this certificate. He has recently been adopted
by step father. I am so proud of him.” -Belinda Williams
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Remember When
“Before technology, field staff had to write each note for a member on paper.
These notes had to then be keyed in by an additional RMS employee.” –
Sarah Richard
“RMS had adult group therapy where members had the privilege of a cooked
meal. (This tool created a great outcome of member showing for meetings.)”
– Sarah Richard

What is the funniest thing to happen at
RMS?
“Although there have been many laughs in RMS throughout the
years, I would say it wasn’t something that happened to me but it
caused many laughs. Scaring Bethanie with fake spiders.” -Sarah
Richard
“The funniest thing that ever happened to me was when I went to a
female kid’s home and all of a sudden this huge rat came walking in
the living room. I was embarrassed so I pretended it wasn’t there but
then the little girl called the rat Bubba and it came to her and she had peanut butter on her finger and she
asked me “do you want to hold him?” I just sunk in the sofa; I had no
words. LOL in this job field you will meet all kind of animals but this
took the cake! – Miquelle Meno
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Trivia
1. How did RMS get its name?
I had worked for a company in Washington, DC, called Rehab Management Services for a number of
years. (Physical Rehab) Had a monogrammed canvas bag with a strap that was my favorite to carry work
home or travel with. Monogram was RMS. I told Randy that whatever we named the company had to have
same initials because I loved that bag and didn’t want to have to buy another one. So, we changed Rehab
to Resource. It worked, right? You have to remember that we started off as a case management company
teaching folks how to utilize resources in the community. – Mickey Shannon, M.Ed. RMS President

IMPORTANT DATES

February is Black History Month and American Heart Health Month

FEBRUARY ACTIVITY

Encourage members to write a “shout out” on the hearts located in the
waiting areas to display on the walls!
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